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AUTUMN, for example:
Ramen soup with shiitake and crispy
tofu mince
Ravioli with roasted Jerusalem
artichokes, root vegetable bouillon and
truffles
Sea buckthorn cake with white
chocolate and crispy peanut base
WINTER, for example:
Wellington with red wine sauce, roasted
baby potatoes and glazed carrots
Gnocchi with baked pumpkin, capers
and orange and cashew ricotta
Chocolate cremoso with porter sauce
and preserved cherries
SPRING, for example:
Grated potato pancake with buckram
pesto, green salad and hazelnut
vinaigrette
Risotto of white asparagus, dill oil and
lemon jam
Coffee pannacotta with caramelised
nuts and wild berries
SUMMER, for example:
Flat bread with onion cream, marinated
zucchini, dill and smoked almonds.
Gazpacho of summer tomatoes and
orange
“Beans on toast”, grilled sourdough
bread, broad beans and chive mayonnaise
Pavlova with blueberries, lemon curd
and salt liquorice
BREAD AND SUNDRIES:
Pickles, hashes and sauces
Smoking food at home
Mayonnaise
Pasta and gnocchi dough
Bread
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Two young and competitive flavour nerds have created a cookbook
with new vegan recipes.

T

astier, more fun and more delicious than anyone might have expected,
containing only ingredients from the vegetable kingdom. New dishes
with which to entertain. New favourites, maybe even future classics?

This cookbook is aimed at cooks who love to prepare fresh, really great food
– and treat their guests. Here are recipes that will prove mouth-watering for
everybody – vegetarians, meateaters, flexitarians and vegans. All will share the
same wonderful range of flavours. No special orders or extra sides required.
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